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Some quick notes on Self-Managed Health Centres and 
Feminist Self-Help abortion clinics in 1970's Italy

Politics of Autonomy

   It's impossible to approach these few basic notes on self-managed health in 
Italy in the period of the 70's without saying just a few words as background and 
context as to why such radical actions could come into being.

 From 1968 to 1977 an explosion of self-directed political activity took place all 
over Italy. Th is political momentum, best described as waves of radical critique 
and practice than as one united movement was called Autonomia (Autonomy). 
Although Autonomia came from and maintained links to the communist left, it 
was usually critical of the old-style party discipline and hierarchical ways of orga-
nising although  not immune to criticism as we shall see.

 In the U.K, I suggest as we have never really witnessed a large sustained autono-
mous class 'movement', it diffi  cult to understand the depth of the Autonomia 
critique. More than just a question of economics and social justice, the politics of 
automony digs deeper to criticise power relations that are a feature of capitalism. 
Although in parts it is historically and theoretically connected to both communist 
and anarchist movements, Autonomia's strength lies in its synthesis of the best 
of these and its dumping of the worst. Later important infl uences would also be 
Situationist ideas from 1968, and more importantly for this text, the infl uence of 
radical woman and feminists who battled sections of Autonomia forcing the issue 
of patriarchal power under capitalism and its role in the initially male-dominated 
Autonomia. (1)

 A short summary of the politics of autonomy could be this -

 'Th e politics of autonomy would be to create a counter-power that does not organise 
around the traditional leftist goal of taking over the State. Nor does it care to fi ght for 
some idealised future society outside of its own experience. Instead Autonomy seeks to 
make horizontal structures (as opposed to hierarchical ones) to transform society now 
by creating new and radical networks of social relations. If you can understand that 
capitalism is a social relationship that we are all trapped inside, that capitalism isn't 

Criticism of Self-Help

 It wasn't always the case that all feminist collectives agreed with the work of the 
self-help clinics. Some were opposed to self-help on the grounds that it seemed 
impossible to do it properly, with too much time needed for follow-up with 
women and that you could feel like a 'do-gooder' if not enough time and contact 
could be spent with the women. Also that the work could take over your life. 
Some collectives argued that the clinics mirrored the usual situation for pregnant 
women in Italian society - 'that abortion was still at the hands of amateurs with 
the attendant negation of importance that that can imply'. A counter argument 
was made that 'the impetus towards a practical solution did have a merit of trying 
to provide a practical and emotional response to a situation of desperation for, 
regardless of the law, woman continue to need abortions and have them'. Self-
help collectives agreed that the whole process often raised more questions than it 
solved but that to attempt an alternative was important.

 It must be also be mentioned fi nally that other radical feminist groups (particu-
larly Rivolta Femminile) were critical of making any demands of the state for laws 
around abortion.

Very Quick End!

 By the time of the state clampdown in April 1979 with hundreds of militants 
arrested, the movement of Autonomia was seriously fractured and waning. A next 
wave of feminist organising happened through the 80's with the opening up of 
womens centres...

 
Notes on the notes:

(1) Th is text was prepared quite quickly for the South London Radical History Group's meet-
ing on Health (16th January 2007). In that rush, the text can't give a sense of the political 
currents, tensions and contradictions involved with Autonomia especially how it was mutated, 
in part, by women's critiicism. Despite this many of the women involved in the new feminist 
movements did come from socialist or communist background and remained loyal to left-wing 
theory and action. Missing from this text is any real reference to the class politics of abortion as 
was analysed by feminist and left groups at the time.



as objectors after an extensive campiagn by the Church.

 Despite the law, it was often impossible to put it into practice in many areas, 
hospitals did not have the resources to cope with increased demand.

 After a meting in Milan in July 1977, CISA and the Women's Liberation Move-
ment announced that 'from a political point of view...we have decided to tempo-
rarily suspend the practice of self-help abortions and to intervene to hammer the 
state structure until it provides women at least the service required of it by law'.

 By 1978 CISA stopped doing abortions all together. Th is led to some bitter-
ness and criticism of the the group. A letter from a woman to the Lotta Coninua 
newspaper writes 'I went to CISA still hopeful that it would help me. Th ere were 
a hundred women...listening to a sister explaining why the decision was taken: 
'CISA shouldn't go on providing the solution to a problem the political parties 
refuse to solve, we don't want to be an abortion factory any longer....you can go 
to London for £160, everything included'. Right, I thought, right but not very 
clear. No to being an abortion factory, yes to exporting abortions - that means 
helping the state out with its 'hot potato', only this time passing in on to an Eng-
lish clinic, very happy to take our money'. Th e letter writer goes on to describe 
her and other women's awful experiences on one of the CISA London abortion 
trips. (12)

 
Women demand free abortion!

external to our shared social lives and experiences, autonomous politics tries to alter 
these relations by working locally to strengthen diff erent economic, political, cultural 
projects and collective ways of working in order to bring people back together. Au-
tonomy produces social cohesion and transforms socieity based on our own immediate 
collective experience, values and senses'. (Katsiafi cas)

 One essential part of the politics of autonomy is to demystify authority. Th is is 
something that would be a major part of the new initiatives on health and medi-
cine with their emphasis on skill sharing and working together, with talking and 
listening about peoples lives and experience a major part of working to change the 
world. In this way we undergo self and collective transformation of how power 
plays out in any society and to undermine it with a radical practical collective 
action. Autonomous politics lays emphasis on the here and now, what is possible. 
What can we do that immediately aff ects the our lives in the everyday and not as 
some possible revolutionary event in the future?

Towards Autonomous Health Centres

 In this ten year period, an amazing struggle against capitalist social relations 
happens. Not just within the usual parameters of working struggles (pay rates, 
unionisation etc) but outside many traditional leftist sites of struggle. A radical 
attack on the historic role of the Italian Communist Party and the PCI-alligned 
unions takes place pushing the bounds of self-management without leaders or 
parties. Importantly, instead of demanding work or better working conditions, 
people seek a revolt against work. In this way, with a move away from traditional 
Left preoccupations with the industrial worker, new revolutionary subjects such 
as women, students, gays and lesbians are theorised.

 An explosion of practical autonomy comes into play in many towns and cities 
across Italy. Occupations of estates by homeless families and individuals, numer-
ous long-lasting rent strikes, prison uprisings, mass shoplifting and pickets of 
shops, self-organised food markets, school occupations and riots against exams, 
occupied health centres - all of these struggles fi rmly focused on the day-to-day of 
people's lives.



People's Clinic, Rome

   In Summer 1971, residents of San Basilio, a slum district in the suburbs of 
Rome, began a rent strike accompanied by large meetings of hundreds of families 
to come up with new ideas and actions. Due to the lack of medical facilities in the 
area, it was decided to fi ght for a local clinic and medical centre. Eventually after 
fruitless meetings with the local council, residents occupied the local community 
centre and invited sympathetic doctors to help them out. Running the centre as 
a permanent assembly means that many people begin to talk about the eff ects of 
work and poor housing on their health and come up with a radical critiique of a 
society that condemns working class people to ill health and mental illness. Wider 
local issues such as the rent strike, squatting and recent police and fascist attacks 
are debated.

 Eventually, after a festival to inaugurate the People Clinic, the occupied health 
centre becomes fully operational. Th e Clinic is run by doctors who lend their 
service for free. Medical attention and medicine is free. Specifi cally the doctors do 
not limit their support to off ering medical attention but actively participate in the 
local struggles and pass on their specialised knowledge so that people can begin to 
control their own health.

 A visiting woman defi nes the clinics role - 'Th is is more than something which 
responds to the real needs of the people here. It is the fi rst step towards ending 
our exploitation'. (2)

Radical Party and Womens Liberation Movement rally to decriminalise abortion

 Other diffi  culties faced by the new clinics were fi nding suitable buildings, getting 
established in a community and fi nding doctors prepared to help out.

 Another problem was simply burn out. Th e following interview speaks volumes 
on the practice of autonomous politics and its demand for a politics of the every-
day.

 'Th e only danger is that it becomes routine for us as well - when you've been 
doing six abortions a day for three months it seems a bit like going to the offi  ce 
and you can forget lots of things that help the woman who's having the abor-
tion. Some afternoons I feel I can't go out to the women I'm operating on. For 
this kind of reason I think abortions should be as a militant, taking breaks when 
you realise it's turning into a routine, that some of the gentleness is being lost - 
towards the women I mean, but not just that you aren't aff ectionate and reassur-
ing, but I mean a sort of gentleness in your way of doing the abortion. For me 
it's really important that we take turns. A little while ago a really beautiful thing 
happened. I was just overcome with tiredness but still had three abortions to do. 
I just didn't feel like I could cope with it. So I spoke to them about it and said I 
felt like someone on a production line, that I was dead tired and that I would do 
the abortions only because they were there. I said I knew how worried they must 
be themselves, how important the abortion must be and I asked them to help 
me to talk about it all together. Well we went and had a meal and talked and I 
talked about my problems that I did fi ve abortions a day and I couldn't stand it 
anymore but that the point wass't to not do them but just to have a little space to 
say how I feel. Th at I can't just do the abortion and that's it - off  I go, off  they go, 
that it wasn't as simple as that. Well we'd met at 9 but I didn't do the abortions 
till 5. But it was good because I felt revived and like I'd found the political sense 
of what I was doing again. Actually those three women got quite involved in the 
work themselves afterwards'. (11)

 

Self-Help Abortion Stopped

 In June 1978, Law 194 was passed that, in theory, legalised free abortion al-
though it allowed medical staff  to refuse to perform the operation on 'conscien-
scious objection' grounds. Th is was something that seriously impeded the right to 
choose free abortion, an estimated 73% of Italy's doctors had declared themselves 



word...

...A collective of about 20 women runs the consultario. Th ey open up in the 
mornings, run the sessions, keep the fi les and have weekly meetings. Two woman 
doctors are part of the collective. Th ere is also one male doctor, the only man al-
lowed in...

 When someone comes for advice, she is asked to come to the afternoon collec-
tive discussion...this is the fi rst attempt to get women to identify their problems 
as women together...after this fi rst talk, the group usually breaks up into twos or 
threes. With the women who need internal examinations, the clinic tries to avoid 
individual counselling. Th ey ask one of the younger women who is likley to less 
inhibited about her body, if she objects to other women being present during her 
examination. If she says OK, three or four women will be asked if they would 
like to be present in preparation for their own 'internals'...so nearly every women 
learns in a very practical  and social way how a womans body works...

...Many of the women than set up their own discussion groups, using the con-
sultario as a place to meet. And they are all asked to come back. Without this, it 
could easily become just a referral service with no continuity...

...Other women who had taught themselves to do abortions told me later that...
they wanted a group or centre to refer to, so that for any women an abortion 
would just be the beginning of an involvement with other woman. An involve-
ment which could lead to woman's power growing collectively and consciously...

 I asked about the problems of illegality. Th ey said so far there have been no 
raids..for security medical fi les are hidden elsewhere. Th ey felt that their strongest 
defence is that the police wouldn't dare disrupt something which has such strong 
support and involvement of so many local women' (10)

Problems and Criticisms...

 On this last point, police were often active in closing down clinics. A clinic of 
Florence was closed several time by police raids and A Bologna clinic was perma-
nently closed down despite demonstrations being organised in protest.

Feminist Movements towards Autonomy

 Th e fi rst radical Italian feminist group was DEMAU (Demystifi cation of Au-
thoritarianism) from Milan whose Manifesto in 1967 has been called the fi rst 
document of the new Italian feminism. Demau argued that women should chal-
lenge the whole structure of authority by struggling against authoritarianism and 
alienation inherent in the power relations between the sexes.

 By 1970, other groups had formed - Rivolta Femminile, Anabasi and Lotta 
Feminista and the journal Sottosopra (Upside Down) Th is has been called the 
pre-history stage of new Italian feminism, the next phase being the practical activ-
ity of hundreds of feminist colletives all over Italy. By 1974 there are numerous 
other feminist journals, consciousness-raising groups, collective projects, womens 
centre and a bookstore. Th is fl owering of activity then takes woman to the streets, 
the issue of abortion transforming what had been up until this time smaller, intel-
lectual groups into a confi dent mass movement.

 What is inspiring in Italian feminist politics of the 70's is the wholesale dumping 
of appeals for equality towards a more total critique of capitalism and patriarchy. 
Carla Lonzi, from Rivolta Femminile wrote

 'Equality is what is off ered as legal rights to colonised people. And what is 
imposed on them as culture...Equality between the sexes is merely the mask with 
which women's inferiority is disguised'. (3)

 One emphasis was placed on the politics of self and issues of identity, the con-
temporary theory of radical American and French feminism being a big infl uence 
of a movement that had very little intellectual and cultural tradition. Th ese ideas 
were transmitted via exchange of writings, of personal contacts and from womens 
travels. 'Our Bodies Ourselves' had been translated into Italian and published in 
1974 by left-wing publishers Feltrinelli.

 More so, these radical feminist groups attacked the chauvinism and sexism of 
Autonomia groups and parties. Women in these groups complained 'that they 
had little if any power to discuss female concerns in the often heavy theorising 
that went on about working class revolution'. (4)

 Tensions are also brought out from the ongoing debate about staying aligned 
with the New Left groups or being an independent movement despite the leftist 



background that many of the new feminists came from.

 It was at the fi rst Rome anti-abortion demo in 1975 that male stewards from 
Lotta Continua burst into the women-only march, infl amed by the separatist 
status and beat up some women. Th e women of Lotta Continua then began orga-
nising separatly within its ranks, the assault being one of a number of reasons why 
the group decided to disolve itself at its 1976 congress.

Abortion Struggles

 In Italy, abortion was still illegal, the fascist law of 1931 designed to 'protect the 
future of the nation' still being enforced. Prison sentences of 2 to 5 years could 
be expected for those undergoing and those performing abortion. Alongside this 
(until 1971), the advertising and sale of contraceptives is illegal. It was estimated 
that in one year between one and three million Italian women would undergo 
illegal backstreet abortions with an estimated 20,000 female fatalities every year.

 With a strong Catholic church and Chruch-alligned political parties, traditional 
notions of motherhood, the heterosexual family were very strong, ingrained and 
habitual for many people. Th e Church was often the only provider of local servic-
es such as nurseries and medical centres, and not the State. More parochial health 
methods were still employed by workers and farmers - 'folk remedies, some of 
them extremely dangerous - parlsey, anise and other vegetable extracts, phospher-
ous potions made out of ground-up match heads. Th en there is a kind of local 
midwife called 'mammana'. She is always available through the local grapevine, 
she charges little and she will never betray your secret. Often she is sympathetic, a 
poor woman helping out other poor women. Her operating room is her kitchen. 
Her usual method is to insert into the uterus a probe a little larger than a needle. 
Th e probe is left in the uterus and miscarriage follows - sometimes accompanied 
by infection, sometimes attended by death. Some Italian feminists have seen in 
the mammana the ancient workings of solidarity among women in the healing 
arts. Her techniques 'could be the embryo of a new form of self-help writes the 
feminist-journalist Maria Adele Teodori. But as yet such mutual aid 'exists outside 
of any guarantees of personal safety, and therefore the risk is too high'.(5)

 In other clinics...abortion is organised and practiced using the suction method, 
by small cooperative units organised by women...representing a fi rst level of expe-
rience of self-management for women's health, using the instrument of self-help 
and collective support to tackle autonomously and in a diff erent way, the prob-
lems of our bodies, contraception and abortion.' (9b)

 To many women, the birth of the health centres was a process of self-reappropri-
ation against a whole set of ways in which power was exerted on women's bodies 
themselves.

An Example from Turin

 'Th e consultario was two tiny rooms with a few notices in the window - 'Wom-
en's Clinic' and 'All Women Welcome'. Th e place was crowded...but this was 
their place. A place for women to come. For most of them this was the only place 
where they could be together and discuss their problems, husbands, kids...

...Two years ago several women and womens groups in Turin got together to 
decide the best way to organise with women...some of them decided to set up a 
women's health centre...'

Th e Turin centre opened in January 1975 with four principles:

- give away contraceptives and advice
- break down relationship between doctor and patient
- establish a fi rm relationship with local women
- not to do illegal abortions

 Quite quickly the last two principles were rethought. At fi rst the only users were 
feminist women from all over Turin but it was felt that these visitors were keep-
ing other local women away. Other local centres should be set up around Turin 
and eventually 4 more were. Still local women did not come, despite door to door 
leafl eting. Eventually it was discovered that local women did not come as they 
thought of the centre as 'do-gooders' but useless because they didn't do abortions.

 'A few days later a woman well-known and liked locally had an abortion there 
with the new method...within the week the whole neighbourhood had got the 



CRAC

CRAC, the Coalition of Roman Women to Liberalise Abortion and Contracep-
tion, was formed in Rome in 1975 on the initiative of autonomous womens 
groups and new left parties. In December 1975, CRAC had mobilised 25,000 
women for a pro-abortion march in Rome. 100,000 women would march a year 
later. CRAC desired be seen in relation to the emerging feminist movement, both 
as a service for women but also as a group involving women in the transformation 
of society.

 Th e CRAC Programme wrote "Women are rebelling against a society which 
imposes on them the whole responsibility for maternity and bringing up children, 
yet doesn't off er the conditions for motherhood to become a free and informed 
choice. Women are fi ghting for the right to motherhood against those who specu-
late in their lives, forcing them to backstreet abortions; those who force millions 
of women to abort spontaneously because of intolerable work conditions; against 
the reactionary ideology of power with regard to women, family and sexuality'.(8)

 Th e Programme promised that CRAC would 'practice self-management of abor-
tion as a moment of struggle, in centres where abortion would be carried out free 
in hygienic, safe conditions; this will relate to the growth of the women's move-
ment which will encourage the widest possible mass mobilization'.

 In 1976, a structure of coordination made up of many local Rome feminist 
groups joined CRAC and proposed the opening of self-managed clinics. In fi ve 
disticts of Rome, groups were creating clinics where women could 'get together, 
discuss and compare notes in order to reach a greater common awareness on 
problems of motherhood, contraception, abortion, control of their own bodies 
and sexuality and to develop an organisation which will struggle against all forms 
of oppression'. (9)

 Th e CRAC Platform for Clinics described self-help as follows - 'by self-help we 
mean the moment when women tackle problems normally considered to be of 
an exclusively medical nature, but which involve a woman's whole emotional 
and psychological relationship with the social, econnomic and political structures 
which have oppressed us for centuries. With the practice of self-help we want not 
to replace the doctor, but to enable women who have acquired an awareness of 
their own bodies to have a new, active relationship with health structures...

First clinics

 One response to the tragedy of backstreet abortion was for women to organise 
self-help groups. Some feminist women went to Marseilles to take a medical 
course run by feminist group MLAC (Movement for the Freedom of Abortion 
and Contraception) whilst feminist groups had organised public screenings of 
the fi rst fi lm on abortion using the suction method, the Karman method where a 
small tube is inserted into the neck of the womb and the contents are sucked out 
by an aspirator. Th e fi rst 'Centre for Women's Health', a self-organised counsel-
ling centre, was set up in Padua in 1974, its aim to be 'a propulsive moment in 
the reframing of the relation between women and medicine, in particular in the 
realm of gynaecology'.(6)

Demonstrating the Karmon method

 By the mid-70's, there were two wings to the self-managed women's health 
movement. Th e bigger and better established was CISA, the Centre for Steriliza-
tion and Abortion. Th e other wing comprised of less institutionalised groups that 
relied on informality and aimed for a more sustained contact with clinic visitors 
in an attempt to break down the barriers between medicine and women. Th e em-
phasis was on doing abortions together, with more than one person participating 
in the several abortions done in any one afternoon. Th ese groups (unlike CISA) 
did not use anaesthetic because of dangers involved and always used plastic intru-
ments to lessen the chance of lesion of perforation. Slowly breaking down the 
taboo and stigma for many women of abortion was also a large part of the way of 
working in the informal groups, something that was not easy for women in the 
more public CISA.



 CISA was set up in 1974 by members of the Radical Party(7) and the Women's 
Liberation Movement and was concerned to bring maximum publicity to the 
abortion issue in Italy. Th ey ran two underground abortion clinics in Milan and 
Florence and also organised trips to London so that women could have abortions 
there. Th e clinics were staff ed by doctors and nurses, students and offi  ce workers 
and CISA was headed by Adele Faccio, an anarchist professor of philology and ex-
fi ghter in the Partisans, the underground resistance to Mussolini. In the main, the 
women who used the CISA services were more likely to be students or have jobs 
in offi  ce or shops, or be wives of professionals. Fewer women factory workers and 
very few farm woman used the clinics.

 On January 8th 1975, police raided the Florence clinic and brutally arrested 
CISA workers and women in the recovery room who had just had abortions 
minutes before. A warrant was issed for Adele Faccio's arrest on charges of procur-
ing abortions and causing the ‘delinquency’ of those who had aborted. Fearing a 
possible 15 years in jail, Adele went underground but then surfaced to address a 
Women's Liberation Movement rally in Rome where she was fi nally arrested at 
the microphone. In the end, she was later released without prosecution.

Adele Faccio arrested on stage in Rome

CISA was concerned to get maximum publicity for the issue of abortion which 
led many to question and criticise a CISA practice of tipping off  the police when 
abortions were being carried out to gain lots of media coverage. After a raid and 
arrests in Bologna, it was discovered that the women concerned did not realise 
what was involved and were extremely distressed by events. In this period many 
women left CISA to work in the smaller, informal groups

Clinics Everywhere

 Th e Faccio arrest had galvanised the energies of the entire women's movement 
and new left around the issue of abortion. As a direct outgrowth of this, in late 
1975 a larger women's health and self-help movement began to fl ourish. Th e 
most immediate expression of this being the setting up of women's health clinics 
not purely as a service but for changing women's ideas about themselves and 
about the soclal possibilities. For thousands of feminists, the issue was power and 
autonomous clinics were a step on the road to independence from the established 
patriarchal system.

 For example, in Rome, women set up a few experimental clinics. One of these, 
eventually closed by the police, was in the working-class area of Magliana. After 
months of prepatory work, neighbourhood women members of the Party for 
Proletarian Unity for Communism occupied a vacant fl at to start up a clinic. 
Working with local tenant organisers and community workers, the women had 
organised a exhibition in the piazza to engage local people on what was needed. 
After this the neighbourhood group contacted Magliana women who had had 
abortions with CRAC and also did door-to-door collections to rasie money. After 
this, the occupied health clinic opened up.

Women attend Teach-in on Self-Help Abortion


